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Abstract
The main claim of this paper is that punctuation marks, in conjunction with spaces
between words, function to provide visual rather than auditory cues for information
structure in written English. INFORMATION STRUCTURE is defined here as dividing the flow of
discourse into units, each containing a newsworthy element, and in contrast to the
Systemic Functional systems of REFERENCE and THEME. A model of how these three systems
interact is further supported by evidence from the historical development of reading and
modern studies of the process of fluent silent reading. Reading silently does not require
physical articulation and so written text is constrained by the saccading eye rather than
the need to draw breath. The silent reader uses punctuation marks as a guide in a
saccade to focus on the end of a clause which provides a non-arbitrary location for New
information.
Keywords: Punctuation, Information structure, Theme, Reference, Systemic Functional
Linguistics, Embodiment

Introduction
Punctuation has vexed many writers past and present (e.g. Lowth, 1762; Truss, 2003).
Surveys of the development of punctuation (e.g. Baron, 2001; Bruthiaux, 1993) reveal the
longstanding divide between those that prescribe punctuation by prosodic principle and
those that promote punctuation as the route to clarifying grammatical structure. This paper
attempts to find a path through this apparent impasse by proposing not only that prosody
and punctuation both realise the same function – that of information structure – but that
they do so in a natural relationship to the spoken and written modes of language,
respectively.
The following section appraises a range of opinions on the topic of punctuation to reveal
the contrast between punctuation by prosody and punctuation by grammar in written
English. The next section examines the function and realisation of INFORMATION STRUCTURE
within Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), contrasting it with the systems of REFERENCE
and THEME, and culminating in a model of how the three systems contribute to written
text. The paper then attempts to provide explanations for the difference in the realisation
of INFORMATION STRUCTURE between spoken and written English, investigating firstly important steps in the historical development of written English, and then examining current understanding of the process of silent reading. The discussion aims to reveal how texts
© 2016 Moore. Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if
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intended to be read aloud are more likely to be punctuated for prosody, while texts that
will remain unspoken are likely to be punctuated for grammar, but that punctuation realises the function of information structure in written texts by exploiting the potential of the
mode of language and maintaining a natural relationship between function and realisation.
The final section discusses what this approach to punctuation may imply for written
English.

Punctuating for grammar or punctuating for speech?
Advice on punctuating English will often advocate either a syntactic or prosodic
approach. Prescriptivists of the syntactic school insist that punctuation derives from
“logical” rules of grammar, while those of the prosodic school encourage writers to read
their sentences aloud, listening to intonation and pausing in order to identify the correct positions for punctuation marks (Bruthiaux, 1993). However, discussions and empirical studies into these different viewpoints rarely differentiate consistently between
texts to be read aloud or in silence.
In addition to the attention of grammarians and pedagogues, punctuation has
attracted interest from psycholinguists. Fodor (2002), for instance, views prosody as
being imposed onto written sentences and implores psycholinguistics to pay more attention to prosody in sentences, suggesting that there is an implicit prosody in all written sentences that frequently aids disambiguation. Similarly, Hill and Murray (2000)
highlight the prosodic role of commas in disambiguation, particularly in written relative
clauses. Cohen et al. (2001) describe punctuation as the ‘visual analogue’ (p.80) of prosody in experiments that attempt to trace the impact of punctuation and prosody on
sentence comprehension. However, these experiments use written sentences that are
then read aloud in the prosodic condition, rather than using recorded spontaneous
conversation, and so do not reflect all language use; they are unable to reliably comment on typical spontaneous spoken language which is characterised by at least as
many grammatically incomplete sequences, false starts and sentence fragments as fullysyntactic sequences (Carter and McCarthy, 2006). Comparing punctuation to its intonational equivalent, particularly when most written English will never be spoken, may
provide “a theoretically uninteresting account of what is in any event a not very good
correlation” (Nunberg, 1990, p.15).
Halliday (1989) conforms to the view that there are two influences on punctuation
choice: “punctuation according to grammar, and punctuation according to phonology”
(p.37). While it may be possible to identify these two tendencies, this paper argues that
the difference between the two rests in the intended mode of reading (in silence or
aloud), and that both tendencies realise the same function of information structure. Although punctuation that responds to phonology may result in a text that easily transposes to spoken English – a text that is written to be spoken – punctuation that
responds to grammar results in a text that is not intended to be read aloud – it is written to be read silently (Gregory and Carroll, 1978). That is, a written-to-be-spoken text
works best when it reflects patterns of speech. Typical examples include scripts for
plays and newscasts. In contrast, units in a text that is written-to-be-read reflect grammatical patterns that reflect the patterns of reading eyes. Academic writing, typified by
sentences containing multiple clauses of complex nominal groups, serves as the archetype of text that is written-to-be-read. This paper takes as a crucial distinction the cline
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from texts-for-speaking to texts-for-reading as key to the debate over punctuation.
There is, however, common ground between the two modes. We shall take, from the
social-semiotic theory of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), the notion of Information Structure as common to both types of text. The following section describes this
concept in detail, and later explores how it may be used to account for the various
descriptions of punctuation.

Information structure
INFORMATION STRUCTURE, as originally described (Halliday, 1967a), functions to divide the
flow of discourse into units, each containing an obligatory New and optional not-New
(or “Given”) elements. The function of New information is now defined as that which
the speaker treats as newsworthy (Fries, 2000), i.e. what the speaker wants his/her listener to pay attention to. In speech, INFORMATION STRUCTURE is realised by intonation, so
that one intonation contour is equivalent to one unit of information (Halliday, 1967a;
1976; Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014). Within the intonation contour, the tonic foot
realises New information, and Given information is simply the remainder or residue of
the information unit. There is, then, a non-arbitrary, natural relationship between the
function of what the speaker wants the listener to focus on and its realisation; it is the
aurally most prominent part of the message.
In the following rather trivial example, the tone units reveal how the potential ambiguity of the utterance can be resolved by the distribution of the unit of information. In
this coding system double slashes//identify a tone unit, a single slash */identifies the
pre-tonic, and bold font the tonic foot. In version A, there are three units of information, and three ‘News’:
A. //*/Wanted://
//a */nurse for a baby//
//about */twenty years old//
B. //*/Wanted://
//a */nurse for a baby about twenty years old//
In version B, the two units of information, while grammatically possible, result in a far
less likely scenario.
Information Structure in speech functions independently of grammatical structure, is
realised prosodically rather than grammatically, and is probably processed simultaneously with lexico-grammar (Deacon, 1997). Although there is an unmarked relationship between the intonation contour and the grammatical clause, it is not a defining
one (Halliday, 1967a). In speech, an intonation contour operates alongside clausal
structure, and there may be multiple information units in a single clause, or one unit
may extend over two or more clauses. For instance, the exclamation “Fire!” when used
to clear a building realises New but not Given information, although it does not conform to clausal structure. Information structure in speech does not depend on clausal
grammatical structure. An utterance in spoken English may lack grammatical structure
but it can not lack information structure; every utterance in English will have a tonic
foot and so will realise New information. That is, the speaker will always select one part
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of each unit of information and make it more prominent than any other, placing a demand on the listener to focus on that part of the message.
Information structure and reference

It is vital that we identify a function for information structure that is independent of other
linguistic functions. In the tradition of SFL, New information does not function within referential systems, but is information being treated by the speaker as newsworthy (Fries, 2000).
While INFORMATION and REFERENCE are both derived through speaker choice, their meanings
and realisations differ. INFORMATION STRUCTURE focuses a listener’s attention on one element
of a message through the tonic foot, while REFERENCE assigns status of contextual familiarity
to each nominal structure (Martin, 1992) through grammatical markers such as definite
and indefinite articles. Perhaps the most telling difference between a referential and
prosodic definition of new information is that referentially ‘new’ (or ‘fresh’ or Presented)
items in English can only be nominal groups, whereas any item within an intonation
contour can be the prosodic New information.
Many approaches to discourse and linguistic analysis associate information structure
with reference. Although Chafe (1970) acknowledges Halliday’s contribution to the
theory of information structure, in his definition of New as “information he [the
speaker] is introducing into the hearer’s mind for the first time” (p.210), the emphasis
on the first time clearly places this view of information within a theory of reference – a
view which is maintained in more recent developments (e.g. Chafe 1995). Clark and
Haviland’s (1977) Given-New contract, which produced the concept of bridging, also
depends, through the neo-Gricean Maxim of Antecedence, on reference and pronominalisation to define New information (Moore, 2008a), and Prince’s (1981) influential
taxonomy of information is largely a development of Clark and Haviland’s referential
definition of Given and New. These descriptions are distinct from a view based on
SFL:
By contrast to the approaches of Chafe, Givón and Prince, I have argued for
separating sharply the distinction between Given and New information in the
information unit, as opposed to the distinction between presenting and presuming
reference in the nominal group. (Fries 2000, p.103)
Similarly, Lambrecht’s (1994) attempt to combine cognitive, syntactic and pragmatic
factors into a model that explains ordering in a sentence uses the concept of shared
and not-shared knowledge to ensure that “information structure belongs to sentence
grammar” (p.207). Steedman (2000), Jackendoff (2002) and Vallduvi (1993); (Vallduvi
and Engdahl, 1996) all define information structure using referential terms, despite the
many differences between their approaches.
Within Systemic Functional theory, REFERENCE and INFORMATION in English are distinct systems in the textual metafunction. Partially revising Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) classic treatment of the role of reference in COHESION for discourse semantics, Martin (1992)
distinguishes between the systems of Presenting (typically indefinite) and Presuming
(typically definite) reference within the function of PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION. The separate
function of PARTICIPANT TRACKING describes the phoric nature of a tied relationship,
encompassing exophora (within a broader context but outside the co-text), endophora
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(within text), cataphora (succeeding tie beyond group), esphora (succeeding tie within group)
and anaphora (preceding tie). PARTICIPANT IDENTIFICATION and PARTICIPANT TRACKING
encompass reference in all its forms, including the use of repetition, definite and
indefinite articles, pronominalisation, comparison, semantic relations such as hyponymy
and meronymy, and unique reference (Moore, 2008a), while leaving the function of
information structure distinct. Although there is an unmarked relationship between New
information and Presenting reference (Martin, 1992), this relationship is not defining;
New information is most frequently realised by Presenting reference, but it can also be
realised by Presuming reference and Given information can be realised by Presenting
reference. New information, i.e. an element highlighted by the speaker as newsworthy, is
functionally distinct from referentially new information, i.e. not previously mentioned,
because reference is typically realised by deictic markers of definite and indefinite
reference, while information structure in spoken English is realised by intonation.
To exemplify this distinction between information and reference, the following small
extract of natural speech uses the same coding system as above. The tone units are
numbered for ease of reference.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

//4. Wally’s got a */pocket//
//4.^ a/breast */pocket//
//4.^ in his */shirt//
//4.^ to/slip the */boarding cards/into//
//.1. then they’re/easily/pulled */out//
//.1. otherwise I/just have to/hold them in my */hand//
//.1.^ because you/don’t want to go/fumbling for */those when you’re/going/
through//
(Halliday and Greaves, 2008, p.212)

This extract reveals two key differences between information and reference. Lines
2, 4 and 7 use nominal items that are not referentially new to the context – the
repeated but Presenting pocket in 2, the presuming boarding cards in 4 and the
presuming pronominal deictic those in 7 – as New information since they carry
the tonic foot. That is, the contextually and referentially “given” are realised prosodically as New information. Further, the adverbial particle out in line 5 carries
the tonic foot and so realises New information, even though it is not nominal and
can not realise reference.

Information structure and theme

A second function which must be distinguished from Information structure is THEME.
Halliday (1967b, p.212) characterises the function of Theme as “the point of departure
for the clause as a message” – which some might call the ‘ground’ of the clause – and
it is developed in the remainder of the clause, which is referred to as Rheme.
Theme is realised in English by the first experiential element in the clause, and any
other elements preceding it (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014). An experiential element
is anything that can potentially play a role in transitivity in the clause. There may be up
to three types of Theme in a clause, representing interpersonal, textual and experiential
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Table 1 Example of multiple theme
8. So,

sadly

I

can’t make it to the party tonight

Textual Theme

Interpersonal Theme

Experiential Theme

Rheme

Theme

meanings, producing a clause with a multiple Theme (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014).
A clause may not always be ‘about’ the experiential Theme, but the Theme is what the
clause is ‘about’ in relation to the text; what the clause-as-a-message is ‘about.’ A message can be about, or grounded in, the relationship between interlocutors (Interpersonal Theme), the context of the message or relations between parts of the message
(Textual Theme), an object or entity in the context (Experiential Theme), or any combination of these. Sentence 8 (Table 1) illustrates the three Themes as labelled. This
delineation of the meaning of Theme is essential so that it is not viewed merely as
Topic in a Topic-Comment relation. What is often analysed as topic may function as
Theme, but this would be just one type of Theme – Experiential – and would coincide
with Theme in only the simplest of unmarked declarative clauses.
In spoken English there is an unmarked relationship between Theme and Given information. However, Theme is a function of the clause, while Information operates independently of clause grammar in speech. Themes can easily realise or include New
information, or be given their own intonation contour, placing both New and Given information in thematic position (Halliday, 1967a; 1976). For example in this short extract of natural speech between a doctor and patient, New information appears in
Theme twice in line 9 in two information units, as yes and today. (The coding and line
numbers are as above.)
9. D://em........ *//1 yes so//4. ^ the problem to*/day/^ was....//
10. P://well it’s just that I’ve…//4. ^ I/actually */feel like I’ve1
11. //.1+ got a */brick//.1+ on my */chest//
12. D: *//1 right//
13. P://^ that is … em…//
14. D://-2^ em.. con/stricting your */chest//
(Halliday and Greaves 2008, p.188)
Similarly, the part of the Rheme in line 11 is divided into two units of information, each
with its own New information in brick and chest. The single ‘sentence’ here – a clause
complex of 3 clauses – is co-constructed by doctor and patient, producing a total of 3
thematic News (including line 12) and 4 rhematic News.
The textual metafunction and information structure

INFORMATION, REFERENCE and THEME are the three principal systems in the textual metafunction that operate within the clause (Martin, 1992; Fries, 2000; 2002). Each system
operates independently, although there are clearly marked and unmarked patterns of
correlation. For instance, in speech, the nominal group receiving indefinite (Presenting)
reference in clause-final position (Rheme) is likely to receive the tonic foot (New information) to provide an unmarked combination. Significant rhetorical advantage can be
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gained from skillful manipulation of these three systems in producing text (Lassen,
2004; Moore, 2006).
The textual metafunction functions to create “relevance to context” (Halliday and
Matthiesen, 2014, p.85). For instance, focussing on ‘context’, the system of REFERENCE
locates endophoric (internal to the text) or exophoric (external) meanings (Martin,
1992) to develop cohesion within the co-text and coherence with the context (Halliday
and Hasan, 1985). Through REFERENCE, the textual metafunction ties experiential and
interpersonal meanings to a particular co-text and context (of culture and of situation).
Without this contextualising function, those meanings could be considered to remain
abstract. If we focus on ‘relevance’, the textual metafunction creates relevance by adding
prominence through assigning relative value to parts of the clause (Matthiessen 1992).
The Theme, for instance, functions to select meaning(s) from the clause (Hannay &
Martínez Caro, 2008) and to assign them thematic prominence, which has consequences for the thematic development of the text (Fries, 1992) in contrast to meanings
in Rheme. At the same time, New Information functions to highlight specific meanings,
to direct the listener’s or reader’s attention to those meanings enabling them to be
newsworthy (Fries, 2002), in contrast to ‘Given’ non-newsworthy meanings. Importantly, assigning relevance through thematic and informational prominence contributes
to the construal of the co-text and context of the text. It is only through the dual processes of positioning experiential and interpersonal meanings in relation to context and
giving them relative value that experiential and interpersonal meanings can operate in
text. We can propose, then, that the textual metafunction instantiates experiential and
interpersonal meanings.
As discourse progresses, the system of INFORMATION structures (i.e. divides or
organises) discourse into units, and New information functions to allow the speaker to
choose meanings within the unit of information (that may or may not be presented as
referentially new to the discourse) to be highlighted as newsworthy within the flow of
discourse. We can now characterise New information as the contextually-related selection of one part of a message for the purpose of speaker-directed focus, adding the
value of prominence through the naturally corresponding realisation of prominence by
the tonic foot in speech in English. The problem with this description, however, is that
it can only account for speech. A corresponding description of INFORMATION STRUCTURE
in written English is required.

Information structure and written English

There are significant difficulties involved in identifying the written equivalent of spoken
INFORMATION STRUCTURE in English, largely because intonation is not realised in written
English. It may seem natural to assume that we can apply the same model of information
structure from spoken to written English. After all, anything that is written down can be
spoken aloud, and so reading a sentence aloud should reveal its information structure.
This is the approach taken by Davies (1989) in explaining the role of prosody in written
language. In various empirical studies, Davies (e.g. 1994a, b) has demonstrated that most
readers assign the same prosody to text revealing an apparently ‘inherent’ information
structure. Where there is variation in assigning the tonic foot, this is often explained
by contextual factors. For instance, a pupil and an experienced teacher, when
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reading aloud a transcript from an earlier lesson, will place the tonic foot on different lexico-grammatical items because of the influence of their view of the contexts
of situation and culture (Halliday and Hasan 1985); i.e. they make different
assumptions.
Davies’ material is typically spoken English that has been written down – transcripts
of radio commentary or classroom talk, poetry, or scripts from plays or newscasts –
rather than written text which would tend to remain unspoken, such as most adult fiction or academic prose. It is likely that the matter of text selection is not trivial. If the
text is a transcript of unscripted speech, or is written to reflect patterns of speech, it
will be constructed with units of information that match patterns of spoken English.
This is not true of all written English. While the ability to recreate tonicity is a longstanding function of written English, developments in the system of writing have
allowed for units of information to expand beyond the limitations of lung capacity (see
Developments in the understanding of neurophysiological processes of reading below).
What Davies’ studies have not shown is a strong correlation in readers’ tonic placement
for more ‘written-to-be-read’ texts. Any difference between different types of text is important, because it seems that most written texts in the modern world are far more
likely to remain silent than to be read aloud.
If reading text aloud is an unreliable method of identifying New information in written English, particularly in texts that are not written-to-be-spoken, an alternative
approach is required. Investigations into the behaviour of clause-endings, generally in
comparison with Theme, have revealed consistent patterns. Matthiessen (1995a) and
Martin (1992) note that the range of ideational and interpersonal meanings in clause
endings is far less predictable and far more varied than those in Theme. Matthiessen
(1995a) explains that whatever appears in Theme will be developed in some way later
in the clause, and Halliday (1979) proposes a wave-like pattern for textual meanings, in
contrast to particulate patterns for ideational meanings and periodic patterns for interpersonal meanings, as in Fig. 1 where the Theme wave recedes as the Information wave
ascends. These studies tend toward the probability of finding New information increasing as the clause progresses.
Martin (1992) describes how beginnings and endings in written text exhibit a dynamic
at clause and discourse level, as shown in Fig. 2. Whereas the start of a clause, segment or
text predicts meanings, corresponding final positions accumulate meanings throughout a
text. In this model, clausal and discoursal thematic meanings prospect and preview meanings that are developed later, while clause- and discourse-final meanings comprise the
sum of preceding meanings. Fries (1992) adapted the t-unit (an independent clause and
its accompanying dependent clauses) to identify the N-Rheme – the final group of an

Fig. 1 The pattern of Theme and Information waves through a clause
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Fig. 2 Sandwich texture in abstract written discourse (Fig. 6.12 in Martin, 1992, p.456)

independent clause in a clause complex – which he presumed to be the most likely place
to find New information and the equivalent of the tonic foot in spoken English. Matthiessen
(1995b) takes a similar stance, preferring the term Culmination to emphasise the wave-like
crescendo in meaning found at the end of the clause and text. Thus, a general consensus
has formed within SFL studies that New information is found at the end of a written unit of
information.
We can predict that if the three textual systems of REFERENCE, THEME and INFORMATION
STRUCTURE function independently in written English, then the interaction of the three
systems creates meaningful choices. We can exemplify this with the following
paragraph:
Actually the tendency is subtler than this. It is true that the so-called ‘recitation
script’ of a closed IRF exchange (initiation-response-feedback) remains dominant;
but in many British and American primary/elementary schools, another script is also
common: sequences of ostensibly open questions that stem from a desire to avoid
overt didacticism, are unfocused and unchallenging, and are coupled with habitual
and eventually phatic praise rather than meaningful feedback. (Alexander, 2008, p.93)
The paragraph was originally completed with sentence iv below, but any of the following
final sentences are grammatically possible and appear to construe the same ideational
meanings:
i. So we have these two deeply seated pedagogical habits to contend with: recitation
and pseudo-enquiry.
ii. Two deeply seated pedagogical habits that we have to contend with, therefore, are
recitation and pseudo-enquiry.
iii. So recitation and pseudo-enquiry are two deeply seated pedagogical habits that we
have to contend with.
iv. So we have two deeply seated pedagogical habits to contend with: recitation and
pseudo-enquiry.
However, each choice creates a different meaning, even though the only difference is in
the reference in sentence i, the Theme in sentence ii and the information structure in
sentence iii. One interpretation of sentence i is that other habits can be excluded. In
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sentence iii, but particularly in ii, the change to the Theme appears to reduce the role
that ‘we’ will play which is clear in the original version, and the connection to the previous sentence is not so obvious. However, sentence iii is perhaps the most inappropriate because the main newsworthy element of the sentence is now ‘contend with’ rather
than the types of habit that the paragraph had been building towards.
The fundamental function of INFORMATION STRUCTURE is to divide the flow of discourse
into manageable units. It seems almost trite, then, to point out that punctuation functions to divide written discourse into manageable units. The parallels between spoken
and written modes need not end there, though, as the role and realisation of New information in written English also need to be identified. To date, there has been little attempt to explain how information structure may have developed from a linguistic
function realised in speech by highly-flexible intonation into one realised in writing by
relatively-rigid sequence. The remainder of this paper attempts to provide historical,
physiological and neurological explanations as to how the realisation of the same linguistic function has diverged in different modes, and then to relate that function to the
issue of punctuation.

Developments in written English
To investigate the differences between the realisation of INFORMATION STRUCTURE in written
and spoken modes of English, this section will first examine key aspects of the historical
development of the written form and then examine how this has changed the neurophysiological processes involved in reading, resulting in the modern practice of reading as
an individual, silent activity. The significance of silent reading for the structure of the information unit and for punctuation will be examined in the final section.

Historical development

Without written language, certain achievements are not possible in society. Written
language provides the opportunity for record-keeping (Briggs, 2000) and enables bureaucracies to evolve. Written language should not be viewed as spoken language written down, but as an extra set of semiotic resources to perform functions that are
unavailable to a non-recorded language: “Writing and speaking are not just alternative
ways of doing things; rather they are ways of doing different things.” (Halliday, 1989,
p.xv). Developments in writing technology occur under pressure from the demand for
certain functions. However, once writing has changed, it may enable further changes in
society. As writing systems develop, so the functions that they can achieve develop, enabling further demands to be placed on the system, and so on.
A significant function of written language in medieval Europe was to disseminate
religious doctrine. The image of the “murmuring monk” is the result of the system
of writing at that time; before the 9th Century A.D., reading in Europe was rarely
silent. It was not only preferable for dogmatic purposes for the literate elite to read
aloud to the illiterate, it was necessary for practical purposes: at that time, the format of written language was scriptura continua (see Fig. 3) – a continuous stream
of letters without spacing or punctuation that would make little sense unless read
aloud (Saenger, 1997). Although the claim that silent reading did not take place
during ancient times is contentious (e.g. Burnyeat, 1997; Gavrilov, 1997), we need
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Fig. 3 Example of 6th Century scriptura continua (Lowe and Rand, 1922, http://www.gutenberg.org/files/16706/
16706-h/images/plate04.jpg)

to examine the question in relation to the social significance of the act of reading
(Johnson, 2000; Svenbro, 1993) and the physiological demands placed on the reader
of scriptura continua. Reading in ancient Greece was considered the task of a technician, unlike the skills of spoken debate, rhetoric and philosophy which were the
rights of the privileged intellectual elite (Svenbro, 1993). The purpose of a written
text was to provide a context for discussion in place of a remembered text, and so
great pains were taken to make sure that written language did not diverge from
spoken language (Svenbro, 1993), including the addition of marks to indicate how
to read the text aloud. These marks developed into the punctuation marks that we
know today (Parkes, 1992). It seems quite likely that while scriptura continua was
the predominant written form, units of information, and New information, would
mirror spoken language because the expectation was that written language would
be vocalised (Svenbro, 1993) – the text was written to be spoken.
The introduction of spaces into written text in Europe from about the 9th Century
must have offered an advantage to become as ubiquitous as it is today. Ancient Greeks
and Romans knew about spaces in text, but the innovation did not spread because
there was no perceived advantage. That advantage, according to Saenger (1982; 1997),
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is fast, silent reading which would be superfluous to social contexts where readers were
considered little more than reciters of key texts (Svenbro, 1993). It was only when society demanded new functions from written language that the available technology was
adopted (Saenger, 1997). The apparently trivial technological innovation of adding
spaces to make the category of the word material (Linell, 2005) resulted in a radically
new approach to the standard way of reading: reading in silence. Using first-hand witness accounts and contemporary descriptions of reading practices, Saenger (1997)
deduces that with the introduction of spaces from Ireland, through England to France
and beyond, scribes were able for the first time to make copies of texts without sounding out the words.
Spaced text enables faster silent reading. When reading aloud, the text is necessarily
converted into the speed of speech. While scriptura continua demanded the reader to
voice the text in order to parse and make sense of it, spaced text allows the reader to
make sense of the text with their eyes rather than with their voice. When reading
spaced text, despite the impression that our eyes move smoothly across the page, the
eyes jump – or saccade – before resting, or fixating, on a certain position. This saccading movement can be easily observed by watching anyone reading English silently. This
movement is not exclusive to reading, but is common to most types of visual search
(Findlay, 2004). Without spaces, readers find it much harder to saccade to suitable
points to fixate (Rayner et al. 1998), and without efficient saccading, reading cannot be
faster than speaking because readers have to regularly check what they have read:
Without spaces to use for guideposts, the ancient reader needed more than twice the
normal quantity of fixations and saccades per line of printed text. The reader of
unseparated text also required a quantity of ocular regressions for which there is no
parallel under modern reading conditions (Saenger, 1997 p.7)
The introduction of spaces allowed readers to scan the text with their eyes quicker than
they could speak, and aided the change in the social significance of the act of reading
(Johnson, 2000; Svenbro, 1993). The net result was a vastly superior reading speed which
preceded, and possibly precipitated, the rapid expansion of literacy (Saenger, 1997) and
major developments in the writing of vernaculars. A similar increase in reading speed can
be found when incorporating spaces into modern un-spaced scripts (see Punctuation and
information structure).
When written language is spoken aloud, as is likely for scriptura continua, there is no
difference between written and spoken language in a language that uses tone to realise
Information Structure, because the tonic foot within a tone unit must be realised in
speech. When reading becomes silent, however, the role and realisation of information
structure becomes unclear. If a unit of information is realised by a tone unit, and New
information is realised by the tonic foot, we must consider what happens in languages
such as English when intonation is neither articulated nor coded in the written form. It
may be that the patterns of spoken language are ‘heard’ in written language, and so it is
fairly trivial to derive information from intonation, just as in speech. It may be, however, that we do not need to hear the sound of the language in order to read fluently.
The following section examines this issue using evidence from studies of physiological,
psychological and neurological processes.
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Developments in the understanding of neurophysiological processes of reading

It may be that there is no difference between information structure in written and
spoken English. That is, readers experience an internal voice that sounds out what is
on the page (see Chafe (1988) for an earlier discussion). If this is the case, then the system for identifying information units and New information in both reading and speaking could be the same because they use orthographic data for phonological cues. This
section reviews evidence from studies of the brain to identify the role for internal voicing while reading.
Psychological studies that evaluate the role of phonological and orthographic data
when reading report conflicting conclusions. In ‘priming’ studies, Lukatela et al. (2001)
conclude that reading depends on a sub-phonemic level of processing. They support
the view that the processing of written words takes two simultaneous routes – one directly to a representation of lexical meanings, and the other via a phonemic path to the
same destination. Perfetti and Bolger (2004) use functional neuroimaging to argue that
visual, phonological and semantic processes must be operating on written words. There
is, then, some psychological evidence to suggest that when reading we may be able to
hear words, and therefore that intonation might operate to realise information structure in both written and spoken English. However, while possible, it may be that it is
not necessary to hear words when reading. Dehaene et al. (2005) review neuroimaging
results to argue that fluent readers recognise combinations of letters as patterns, having
learned the likelihood of those patterns. Peereman, Content and Bonin conclude that
their experiments “cast doubts on the existence of reciprocal constraints between orthography and phonology at prelexical stages of processing.” (1998, p.171). That is, they
see little evidence for the necessity of a phonological level of processing in reading. If
so, information structure must have a non-phonological realisation in writing.
The disagreement here may be due to the tools being used. Some tools used to measure brain activity are highly localised; they view, in detail, what happens in one particular region of the brain at a precise time. It is unsurprising, therefore, that these studies
produce results detailing local, sequentially executed processes. What is required, however, is an amodal perspective that recognises the distributed nature of brain function.
A view of the brain that posits localised functions without considering the complex, coordinated, interconnected structure of the brain is “indefensible” (Edelman, 2004, p.30).
MEG (magnetoencephalography), which can trace the possible pathways that language takes through the brain, reveals that the reading process is associated with a wide
variety of areas and processes, and reading stimulates areas of the brain associated with
both general visual processes and language production, even though this technique can
not specify sequence or causation (Salmelin and Kujala, 2006). One interpretation of
these findings would appear to support the view that we hear when we read. This could
be considered a rather one-dimensional description, however, based on a view of the
brain as operating sequentially with one location being associated with one function.
Alternatively, an amodal, embodied, perspective may be able to incorporate these results into a more satisfactory framework.
Recent research suggests that the process of reading activates those areas of the
brain used in order to motivate articulation and those areas associated with aural
perception of language. That is to say, while some areas of the brain are particularly active while reading, other areas do not shut down – there is a simulation,
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echoing or mirroring effect in other parts of the brain (Barsalou, 2008), including
those related to speaking and listening. Learning (including language learning) is
embodied and takes place through the associations that neural pathways create
with a wide range of neural and physiological processes, and when learned behaviour is evoked, it appears that all of its associations are activated and are probably
strengthened. When encountering a particular phrase as a result of reading or listening, for example, the articulatory process required to pronounce the phrase is
simulated in the brain, even if the physical articulation is not enacted. In this amodal model of the brain, the brain ‘re-enacts’ the processes and associations experienced during previous encounters of language, behaviour or sensations (Barsalou,
2008).
An amodal perspective reveals that when reading action words, such as ‘kick’, or related nouns, such as ‘foot’, the areas of the brain related to these motor functions are
activated (Pulvermüller et al., 2005). This effect has been described as an actionperception loop (Vigneau et al., 2006) and is carried out entirely within the brain, with
brain activity reflecting that of a physical process, even though the physical aspects of
the system are not activated:
The mental simulation of a motor act that is not accompanied by an overt body
movement … corresponds to a process by which the brain activates a motor plan
and monitors its unfolding through internal feed forward models, while holding back
(overt) motoneuronal output. (Tomasino et al. 2007 p.T128)
It is this effect that probably produces the experience of ‘hearing’ what we are reading
as much as, or more than, a conscious effort to sound out the written language in our
head. This effect is so great that the type of language that is ‘experienced’ (action
words, physical objects, abstractions etc.) probably has a more significant effect on
brain activity than the mode, or channel, through which it is experienced (Tomasino
et al., 2007). Action-perception loops appear to be involved in all languaging processes.
D’Ausillio et al. (2009) suggest that a listener implements the motor programs required
to produce the speech sounds that they hear. The same effect probably simulates the
sounds of written language while reading (Pulvermüller et al., 2014).
The psychological research reviewed above suggests it may be possible to read without hearing the words in our head. On the other hand, recent neurophysiological
studies suggests that, while reading, we cannot stop our brains from simulating the
processes related to listening, speaking and acting what we read. (That may also explain
why we derive so much pleasure from reading). What is most significant, however, is
that the constraints of the articulatory system are inconsequential because there is no
physical reaction – any motor-neuronal activity remains in the brain. The actionperception loop takes place within ‘cranial time’ at the speed of neuro-chemical transfer,
and is thus unconstrained by the limitations of motor processes. Regardless of whether
we experience ‘hearing’ what we read, we can ignore the physical constraints of articulation via the respiratory system, exploiting instead the cognitive potential, or affordances, of the visual system operating with spaced, punctuated text. The importance of
the neurological location of the action-perception loop to the issue of information
structure and punctuation will be reviewed in the following section.
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Punctuation and information structure
This section begins by summarising some of the main points in the argument thus far,
and discusses the details and implications of this perspective, concluding with a sample
text. An intonation contour can define a unit of discourse in spoken English. This has
been identified as a unit of Information, with an obligatory New realised in speech by
the tonic foot and an optional residue, Given (Halliday, 1967a) or not-New. New information functions to highlight one element in the message as newsworthy (Fries, 2000).
It seems unlikely that this important function has no equivalent in written English
which retains the functions of Reference and Theme using the same grammatical realisations, but written English has not evolved a system to realise intonation and so it requires a different realisation for information structure. The question that has been
raised in this paper centres on what replaces the tone unit and the tonic foot in written
English to realise information structure and New information, without replicating the
functions of Reference and Theme.
One clue to the distinction between spoken and written information units is to be
found in the historical development of written text. The introduction of spaces and
punctuation marks into written Greek, Latin and later vernaculars such as English liberated them from the demand to be articulated (Saenger, 1997), which resulted in a
quantitative and qualitative difference between reading spaced and unspaced text in an
alphabetic system (Rayner et al. 1998; Winskel et al. 2009). In studies of readers of Thai
which, like scriptura continua, is an unspaced script, the tone markings in Thai script
make a significant contribution to saccading, reading speed and accuracy in silent reading (Winskel, 2011), supporting the view that the written script ‘satisfices’ the functional demands placed on it (Seidenberg, 2011). As expected from historical experience
with Latin, introducing spaces into modern Thai improves reading speed for readers
that are familiar with word-spacing in written text (Winskel et al. 2009) – a
phenomenon also identified in Japanese alphabetic scripts (Sainio et al., 2007). Without
spaces in written English, meaning is far easier to derive when the text is read aloud
(Rayner et al. 1998), producing spoken patterns of intonation. That is, intonation contours in unspaced written text match intonation contours in speech, producing equivalent units of information in speech and writing. Spaced text facilitates fast, silent
reading through enabling the eye to saccade more effectively (Rayner, 1998; Perea and
Acha, 2009). While spaced text can still be spoken, it can also be read silently, bypassing the physical constraints of the respiratory system and the physical articulation of air
expelled from the lungs, since the action-perception loops demanded by the silent reading process take place at the vastly superior speed of neurochemical transfer (Vigneau
et al., 2006). This releases text that is written-to- be-read from the same physical constraints as spoken text and text that is written-to-be-spoken, and so the realisation of
information structure in written text does not need to match its realisation in spoken
text. This may help to explain why written English has not evolved an orthographic system to represent intonation and the tonic foot; they are functionally superfluous.
With spaces between words providing suitable units for saccades, punctuation can
contribute to the way a reader’s eyes fixates. The eye typically saccades to points preceding the punctuation unit (Rayner et al. 2000); Pynte and Kennedy (2007) record a
significantly lengthened fixation in places immediately preceding punctuation marks. In
comparison to versions of the same text presented without commas, fixation time is
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longer with punctuation marks and overall reading speed is faster (Hirotani et al.
2006). These three studies demonstrate how the silent reader’s eyes easily saccade to
fixation points prior to punctuation marks, thereby improving the readability of a text.
That is, it seems highly likely that a writer can focus a reader’s attention on whatever is
placed before a punctuation mark. Therefore, the visibly-distinct position prior to a
punctuation mark seems to be a ‘natural’ position to place the prominent, or newsworthy, item in a written information unit, in the same way that it is ‘natural’ to place
the newsworthy item in spoken English at the most audibly prominent point.
It follows from this that similar features of written text, such as high frequency
conjunctive adjuncts which are typically small words, provide points where the saccading eye knows not to focus; when reading, during a saccade our eyes may recognise
conjunctions, as they do punctuation marks, as points to ignore in order to see what
precedes them. These easily-recognised marks may have relatively little ideational
meaning of their own, but point the reader to the preceding units which carry the
textual value of an informational culmination in prominence (Matthiessen, 1995b;
Fries, 2000). Empirical research is required to support this hypothesis. To my
knowledge, reading studies such as those described above designed to measure the
effects of these words on saccades, fixations and reading speed have yet to be carried
out. The effects on reading of other graphological and typographical means of drawing
attention, such as italicisation, embolding, underlining, capitalisation, colourisation
and more, also need further research.
Even if a reader can reproduce tonicity when ‘hearing’ written text in their heads
(Barsalou, 2008), the demand to draw breath is removed in the action-perception loop
inside the reader’s head (Vigneau et al., 2006). When the limitation of the demand to
draw breath which is placed on spoken information structure is removed, the alternative potentials and restrictions that apply to written information structure need to be
identified. Because a silent reader does not have to articulate the sounds, even if they
are actually sounding out the words in their head, the silent reader is limited instead by
the constraints of the visual system, only being able to look as far ahead as the eye can
saccade. Although studies have not directly compared the potential and constraints of
the visual versus articulatory systems for information structure, related research suggests that a visual information unit typically extends further than a respiratory information unit. Chafe (1988) suggests that, for the same written text, speakers are limited to
about 5.7 words per intonation contour as opposed to the 8.9 words in a punctuation
unit – an increase of about 50 %. There appears to be the need for more empirical
studies that directly compare these two measures, although the type of text is not a
trivial matter here, and reading a written-to-be-read text aloud can no longer be viewed
as typical of spoken English.
Different realisations for spoken and written information structure produce different
reflexes in their variation. Within the spoken mode, emphasis can be placed on any
part of an utterance by adding a tone unit and making one element the tonic foot in
order to make it newsworthy. Without using unusual marked choices, such as an italic
or bold font face, this highly variable emphasis is unavailable to a writer. Instead, grammatical strategies that are available in the spoken mode but are more frequently
employed in written registers of English redistribute elements within the clause as a response to the demands of written information structure (Biber et al., 1999). That is,
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elements are redistributed in a clause to appear before a punctuation mark. For instance passive voice, often cited as indexical of academic text (e.g. Banks, 1991; Tarone
et al., 1998), allows re-ordering in a clause to place the process or the agent of a transitive process in clause-final New position. Similarly, special structures, such as cleft and
pseudo-cleft clauses, intentionally disrupt the unmarked order of a clause so that elements that would ordinarily be at the start of a written clause, and considered to be the
Theme, are instead placed in clause-final position where they are informationally more
salient (Herriman, 2004). Finally, in exceptional circumstances, if a writer is unable to
focus attention on newsworthy items at the end of the clause using grammatical strategies, graphological strategies, such as embolding, underlining and italicising offer the
opportunity for marked information structure, drawing attention to a marked position
for New information. It has even been proposed that clauses are constructed so that
the newsworthy item is chosen first, but placed last (Hannay and Martínez Caro, 2008).
To recap, then, Information structure in spoken English is realised by intonation, with
New information being realised by the tonic foot (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014). Written
English does not have a graphological equivalent to intonation, but as THEME and REFERENCE
both operate consistently across written and spoken modes (Martin, 1992), it seems most
likely that INFORMATION also operates in both modes. Through an investigation of the history
of written English, it seems that the introduction of spaces into Latin and later vernaculars
allowed written English to be read silently far more easily and extensively (Saenger, 1997), releasing the normal realisation of information structure, intonation, from the physiological
constraints of the respiratory system. Written, spaced English can be read faster than it is
spoken, partly because the visual system has a larger word span than the respiratory system
(Chafe, 1988). Reading is also faster than speaking because it operates within actionperception loops (Vigneau et al., 2006) and because the eye saccades, jumping quickly over
unimportant and predictable parts of a clause and fixating on key items. The information for
what is key is provided by peripheral vision (Rayner, 1998). When reading English, the saccading eye can easily recognise punctuation marks, and so can easily ignore them and fixate
on the previous position for New information (Rayner et al. 2000; Pynte and Kennedy
(2007). This corresponds to the proposed location of New information as Point (Martin,
1992), Culmination (Matthiessen, 1995b) and N-Rheme (Fries, 1992). In this way, the
function of information structure – focussing the interlocutor’s attention on what is newsworthy (Fries, 2000) – is maintained across both modes while the realisation maintains a
non-arbitrary, natural relationship with the physiological affordances of each mode. Thus,
the limits set by the respiratory system in spoken English and the length of a saccade in
written English define the units available in the different modes. This paper takes the position that in both systems we can call the unit that they permit a unit of Information.
The following short text will be used to illustrate how this model of information
structure may work in written text construction:

7.1 Introduction
Security measures must be incorporated into computer systems whenever they are potential targets for
malicious or mischievous attacks. This is especially so for systems that handle financial transactions or
confidential, classified or other information whose secrecy and integrity are critical. In Figure 7.1, we
summarize the evolution of security needs in computer systems since they first arose with the advent of
shared data in multi-user timesharing systems of the 1960s and 70s. Today the advent of wide-area, open
distributed systems has resulted in a wide range of security issues. (Coulouris et al. 2001. p.252–3)
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The text above develops through the following Themes: Security measures; whenever
they; This; that; whose; In Figure 7.1, we; since they; Today the advent of wide-area,
open distributed systems. The model described in this paper predicts that New
information will be found at the end of each clause, resulting in the following New
information: computer systems; malicious or mischievous attacks; systems; critical;
computer systems; the 1960s and 70s; and security issues. These represent the choices that
the writer made in making these clause elements newsworthy.
We can consider the choices that were made in composing this text and consider
variations that are likely to affect the flow of information. As described above,
there is an unmarked correlation between New information, Presenting reference
and Rheme. It is likely, therefore, that where we find this pattern we will have little
difficulty in following the ideas being presented (Moore, 2006). In the example
passage (see Fig. 4), there are a number of points where the unmarked pattern is
not followed. This is revealed by analysing the interaction between THEME,
REFERENCE and INFORMATION STRUCTURE, as shown in the key.
The first Theme Security measures uses a marked choice of Presenting reference.
While it provides the grounding for the clause and the paragraph, it might also be
considered more of a newsworthy point than the more taxonomically general
computer systems Presented in New position in the original. The second clause
follows an unmarked pattern, with the adjectival group critical considered most
newsworthy. Clause complex [3] begins with potentially two Themes; the exclusive
(Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014) use of exophoric we as Topical Theme is
preceded by In Figure 7.1,. I would argue that just as tone units allow for multiple
information units in a spoken grammatical clause, so do punctuation marks allow

Fig. 4 Typographical representation of interaction between THEME, REFERENCE and INFORMATION STRUCTURE in
sample text
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for multiple units of information in the written grammatical clause. Thus, the Presented
Figure 7.1, has its own newsworthiness and In is the ‘not-New’ (or Given) of the grouplength information unit. The New information for the clause is the nominal group the
evolution of security needs in computer systems which realises Presuming reference, but this
is Esphoric (within group) and culminates in the Presented computer systems. The following
clause is hypotactically combined using the textually unmarked thematic since with the
unmarked Presuming they as Topical Theme. This clause culminates in the homophorically
Presuming prepositional group of the 1960s and 70s. The final clause starts with a Textual
Theme and culminates in Presenting reference in New. However, the Presuming reference
in the first nominal group is esphoric (within-group) to a Presented noun (wide-area, open
distributed systems) and could also be a candidate for New information.
Using this analysis, we can propose a different version of the above text, and hypothesise that the increase in unmarked patterns will not only have an effect on readers, but
that they may be aware of the differences:

7.1 Introduction
Computer systems must incorporate security measures whenever they are potential targets for malicious or
mischievous attacks. This is especially so for systems that handle financial transactions or confidential, classified or
other information whose secrecy and integrity are critical. We summarize the evolution of security needs in
computer systems in Figure 7.1, since they first arose in the 1960s and 70s with the advent of shared data in multiuser timesharing systems. Today a wide range of security issues have resulted from the advent of wide-area, open
distributed systems. (adapted from Coulouris et al. 2001. p.252–3)

Alternatively, the analysis enables us to propose a version of the text that is likely
to be more difficult to read:

7.1 Introduction
Security measures must be incorporated into computer systems whenever they are potential targets for attacks
that are malicious or mischievous. This is especially so for systems that handle confidential, classified or other
information whose secrecy and integrity are critical or financial transactions. In Figure 7.1 the evolution of
computer system security needs are summarized since the advent of multi-user timesharing systems with shared
data first brought them about in the 1960s and 70s. Today the advent of wide-area, open distributed systems
has resulted in a wide range of security issues. (adapted from Coulouris et al. 2001. p.252–3)

An earlier study (Moore, 2008b) provided some evidence that readers not only recognise these changes in text flow and readability, but also take significantly less time to read
texts that follow the unmarked pattern. However, more research, especially studies which
use eye-tracking technology, are required to better understand these initial findings.

Conclusion
By proposing that punctuation functions to realise information structure in written
English, this paper enables the function of information structure to remain the same in
spoken and written English while retaining a natural non-arbitrary relationship between
realisation and function in both modes. The realisation of information structure differs
in the different modes of speaking and reading as a result of the different physiological
processes involved. Whereas spoken units of information respond to the potential and
constraints of the articulatory system, written units of information respond to the
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potential and constraints of the visual system. When written English is read aloud, it
once again becomes subject to the constraints of spoken English. Some registers of
written English are better suited to this process of transliteration, and some registers,
such as play and news scripts, samples of direct speech in prose, and sermons and
speeches, aim to conform to the patterns of spoken English. Other registers of written
English, however, are not designed to be read aloud. Readers of legal documents, much
academic text, or tax return forms can experience great difficulty articulating clause
complexes that are designed for the saccading eye. A survey of Matthiessen’s (2015)
taxonomy of register will reveal registers that are more likely to be written-to-be-read,
written-to-be-spoken, spoken and transcribed, spoken and re-worked, and so on, to
produce units of information with predictable patterns.
Intonation provides a suitable unit of information for the spoken mode by facilitating
distinctions in the flow of sound, with the tonic foot realising the focus of information,
or New, through the natural association of pitch change with auditory focus. Punctuation provides a suitable unit of information for the written mode by facilitating the
saccade of the reading eye, with the position preceding punctuation (or a conjunction)
realising the focus of information, or New, though the natural association of easilyidentifiable fixation points with visual focus. It is a mistake to confuse the two modes
of realisation. The units of Information in speech and in reading do not need to be the
same, as they both have a non-arbitrary, natural relationship to the associated physical
and cognitive constraints and potential affordances of independent neurophysiological
systems. Final position in a clause has long been recognised as the default realisation of
New information in written English (Fries, 1992; Matthiessen 1995b), but this was only
made possible as result of spaces and punctuation marks disconnecting the saccading
eye of written English from the articulatory organs of spoken English, quite apart from
the apparent sensation of hearing written English or the ability to render written text
as spoken English. While intonation in spoken English provides flexibility for the
speaker to create newsworthy items in almost any position, written English provides
considerable flexibility through structures that re-organise the clause to allow newsworthy items to appear before punctuation marks. It is because of this single function,
information structure, operating in written English that we can describe punctuation
for grammar and punctuation for prosody, or punctuation for texts written to be read
and punctuation for texts written to be spoken, respectively. In an optimal English text
that is written to be spoken, the units of information in the written text will be constrained by the potentials of the articulatory system. In an optimal English text that is
written to be read, the units of information in the written text will be constrained by
the potentials of the visual system. This is achieved most effectively through punctuation marks.

Endnote
1
The first intonation contour in this line appears to have no tonic foot, but this is
because it is an incomplete tone unit which restarts on the same line and includes feel
as the tonic foot.
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